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Make sure you are in the right 
frame of mind before you get 
behind the wheel!   Imagine 
being pre-occupied with 
something while driving. You 
must be focused and attentive 
when behind the wheel. Make 
safety your first priority! 

Safety starts 
with you! 
Before you 
even put the 
key in the 
ignition! 



Topics for Discussion…..Topics for Discussion…..

LaddersLadders
Poison IvyPoison Ivy
Field DeliveredField Delivered
LessonLesson-- FallFall
PreventionPrevention
Defensive                                 Defensive                                 
Driving Driving 

Promptly 
report all on-
the-job 
injuries/ 
illnesses to 
your Manager!



Did You know that according to
statistics, ladders account for
about 100,000 injuries each year!

Did you know that statistics show
that in a fall of 11 feet or more
from a ladder in 50% of the cases
this is considered a fatal fall.

Ladder Safety Facts……Ladder Safety Facts……



Ladder Safety Facts Cont……Ladder Safety Facts Cont……
Did you know a National Institute Of 
Safety & Health (NIOSH) study showed  
the three leading causes of accidents
involving ladders was 1) The wrong
ladder was used for the job 2) The
physical condition of the ladder or its
supporting surface 3) The ladder was
improperly used 

Remember to always preRemember to always pre--inspect inspect 
your ladder before use!your ladder before use!



Proper Ladder Use

A tech fell from a ladder sustaining a 
loss time injury. The Tech was working 
at a skating arena. He set his ladder 
against the wall. When ascending the 
ladder the ladder fell. The reason; the 
tech placed the ladder against the wall at 
an angle/pitch which when ascended 
caused the ladder to fall.  



Make sure before you descend a ladder 
into the underground make sure your 
boots are clean of potential slip hazards 
(e.g. mud, grease, oil etc..).



Make sure that those down below know 
you are coming and are clear. Only one 
person on a ladder at a time. Shuttle down 
tools in a bucket and make sure the ladder 
is stabilized.



Always lower supplies down if 
possible instead of carrying them 
down the ladder using a pail or 
bucket. Just make sure the load is 
secured and no one is directly 
underneath the load prior to and 
during it being dropped down or 
raised up! Remember your gloves 
and make sure the rope is secured to 
the bucket.



Remember to maintain three points of 
contact when descending into a manhole. 
Wear a hard hat when entering, leaving or 
when positioned directly under the opening 
of a manhole and when there are “head 
knockers” in the manhole. Use only 
appropriate ladders with the first step no 
lower than one foot below the ground 
surface. If you place a ladder in the 
manhole the ladder must be stable with at 
least three rungs above the street surface. 



Four

To one rule

If you are ever 
asked to place a 
ladder on a house 
or against a wall 
use the four to one 
rule and to extend 
at least three rungs 
past roof level. 
This is true both at 
home and at work.



When placing your 
adder be sure to 

make sure the ladder 
s properly secured 

and placed so the 
adder does not give 

way when ascending 
or descending a 
adder!



Poison 
Ivy

Poison ivy grows as a shrub, vine or a 
small plant everywhere in the United 
States. It has shiny leaves, greenish-
white flowers and clusters of berries.  
Each leaf has three leaflets.



Ways of reducing the risk of coming 
in contact with poisonous plants:

•Wear proper clothing such as 
gloves and long sleeved shirts.

•Tuck your pant legs into your 
socks or boots

•Tuck your shirt into your pants

•Wear appropriate footwear



If you come into contact with 
one of these poisonous plants

* Remove contaminated clothing
* Wash affected area of skin with soap 
& water or company approved product       
* For mild rash, apply a soothing lotion 
such as calamine lotion
* If the reaction is severe seek medical 
care immediately 



WORK-SAFE Training Material for Field 
Delivery -Fall Prevention

One of the most common causes of injuries 
are slip, trip and falls.  falls and specific 
actions you can take to prevent falls. When 
applying fall prevention                               
methods, you will reduce                            
injuries to both yourself                              
and others around you.

Which of the following fall 
prevention methods is 
suggested when ascending or 
descending a
stairway?
A. Wear specialized footwear
B. Avoid skipping steps
C. Take small steps
D. Use the handrail



Did you know that falls are the most Did you know that falls are the most 
common type of injury?common type of injury?
Most falls can be prevented by using 
common safety sense, and by learning how 
to recognize and correct fall                         
hazards. A fall occurs when                        
you lose your balance                                    
and footing. Basically, your center of              
gravity is lost and there is nowhere to go but 
down. You may be thrown off balance by a 
slip or a trip, but once you lose your footing 
and support, a fall will happen.

Common causes of Slip, Trip & 
Falls…..

Working or walking on slippery
surfaces.
Wearing inappropriate footwear.
Using ladders unsafely.
Tripping over equipment.
Performing work without your full
attention.



Office HazardsOffice Hazards
Although you may not stop to think of 
the various hazards present in the 
office due to your familiarity with your 
day-to-day routine,                                   
there are quite a                                      
few common hazards                              
around you. Knowing                               
what those hazards are will help you 
prevent falls in the workplace.

Which of the following is NOT 
a common cause of office 
falls?
A. An open file drawer
B. Wet floors
C. Computer monitor
D. Loose carpeting



Some of the most common office Some of the most common office 
hazards include:hazards include:

Tripping over an open desk or file drawer.
Bending while seated in an unstable chair 
Tripping over electrical cords or wires
Using a chair or stack of boxes as
makeshift ladder.
Slipping on wet floors.
Tripping on loose carpeting or on objects
blocking walkways.
Running into swinging doors or becoming
caught in elevator doors.

Which two of the following fall 
prevention methods are suggested 
when having to walk
across a slippery surface?
A. Slow down and take small steps
B. Wear shoes that have special slip-
resistant soles
C. Take brisk steps and maintain your 
balance
D. Avoid carrying any heavy items



Also, be sure that office hallways and 
walkways are well lit to provide clear 
paths of sight. 
If your building has 
stairways, always 
use handrails when 
ascending or 
descending to further
reduce accidental falls. Take one step 
at a time on stairways- Do not skip 
steps.

If you will be working on uneven or 
slippery surfaces, what characteristics 
should your protective footwear have to 
help prevent you from falls and injury 
while on the job?
(Check all that apply)
A. Constructed of heavy leather or 
similar material
B. Completely encloses the foot
C. Slip-resistant soles
D. Velcro closures



Slippery SurfacesSlippery Surfaces
Oftentimes, the grass or pavement outside 
of the office building may be wet, or the 
floors have just been mopped inside of the 
office. To prevent falls on these surfaces, 
slow down and take smaller                            
steps. By doing this, you’ll be                         
able to better maintain your                          
balance. If you know in                                  
advance that you may encounter slippery 
conditions, such as ice or snow, wear shoes 
or boots with slip-resistant soles, if possible.

Which of the following statements is NOT a 
fall prevention method?

A. Allow spills to evaporate naturally instead
of cleaning them immediately

B. Pay attention to the work you are
performing

C. Clean up your work area once the work
is complete

D. Secure all electrical cords, cables, and
wires



Footwear
If you are going to be working in a situation 
that requires you to handle certain 
materials, work aloft, perform switching 
operations, or work on uneven or slippery 
surfaces, you will need to wear appropriate 
shoes or boots for the job. This protective 
footwear must be worn to prevent you from 
personal injury and protect you from 
potential hazards associated
with the work you are performing.
.

Tripping over objects is another 
common source of falls. Which of the 
following fall prevention methods 
would be able to prevent this? 
(Check all that apply)

A.Remove any objects stored in
hallways

B. Repair loose carpeting
C. Be sure that hallways are well lit
D. Close doors after every use



Key Points of Fall PreventionKey Points of Fall Prevention
Fortunately, all falls are preventable. The 
following list of key points can help you 
prevent any fall before it happens:

Look before you walk to make sure the
pathway is clear.
Wear footwear with non-skid soles and
proper ankle support.
Secure all electrical cords, cables, and
wires.
Close doors after every use.

Which of the following types of 
workplace injuries is most 
common?
A. Burns
B. Falls
C. Cuts
D. Electrocution



Key Points of Fall Prevention Cont…..Key Points of Fall Prevention Cont…..

Avoid bending, twisting, and leaning backwards 
while seated.
Clean up spills immediately.
Keep floors free of objects that can cause slips.
Report problems to Building Services.
Keep work areas and walkways well lit.
Avoid reaching over when you are on a ladder.
Use the appropriate ladder for the job you are
performing.



Key Points of Fall Prevention Cont….. Key Points of Fall Prevention Cont….. 

Use the 4:1 safety rule when determining  
ladder placement
Take small steps on wet surfaces
Remember – walk, don’t run
Clean up the work area when you are 
finished.
Check the path you will be taking before
carrying equipment.



When walking up or down steps keep a When walking up or down steps keep a 
hold of the rail and and concentrate on hold of the rail and and concentrate on 
where you are walking! Make sure you where you are walking! Make sure you 
wipe your feet! It’s easy to slip on a wet wipe your feet! It’s easy to slip on a wet 
stairs! Watch shoes such as high heels.stairs! Watch shoes such as high heels.

We don’t want this to happen!We don’t want this to happen!



Maintain Safe PracticesMaintain Safe Practices
There are many important points to keep in mind  
when working. However, no matter what the job is,
be sure that your full attention is focused on the
work you are performing. When focusing on the
task at hand, be conscious of general safe
practices. Disregarding these practices invites falls
and injuries. General safe practices include:

-Wear appropriate personal protective
equipment.
-Avoid short cuts that may be unsafe.
-Maintain good housekeeping practices.
-Clean up your work area when work is  
complete.



Make sure you know where the first 
aid supplies are in the office. You 
never know when you might need to 
use them!



Make 
sure the 
supplies 
inside 
are up-
to-date



Steps To Rear End Collision AvoidanceSteps To Rear End Collision Avoidance
Increase your space cushionIncrease your space cushion

Drive at a speed                              Drive at a speed                              
appropriate for the conditions.appropriate for the conditions.

Keep alert for other drivers.Keep alert for other drivers.

Be aware of the effect of our vehicle on Be aware of the effect of our vehicle on 
other drivers.other drivers.

Move the “moment” of maximum Move the “moment” of maximum 
deceleration earlier in the stopping deceleration earlier in the stopping 
maneuver.maneuver.



Steps To Rear End Collision AvoidanceSteps To Rear End Collision Avoidance

Allow tailgaters who are following too Allow tailgaters who are following too 
closely to pass; tailgaters, by slowing down. closely to pass; tailgaters, by slowing down. 

Perform a prePerform a pre--driving check of all safety driving check of all safety 
equipment.equipment.

Signal your intentions well ahead of time.Signal your intentions well ahead of time.

Know your route ahead of time.Know your route ahead of time.

Don’t anticipate other drivers’                        Don’t anticipate other drivers’                        
actions actions –– Do the right thing.Do the right thing.



Take some 
time and 
check the 
condition of 
your vehicle 
tires and tire 
pressure.

Equipment 
Corner



Tires must be replaced when the tread is worn 
down to 1/16 of an inch in order to prevent 
skidding and hydroplaning. An easy test, place a 
penny into the tread groove. If Lincoln's head is 
covered by the tread your driving with the 
proper amount of tread. The “right amount” of 
air for your tires is specified by the 
manufacturer and is shown on the vehicle door 
edge, door post, glove box door, owners manual 
or fuel door. .



References:References:
WORKWORK--SAFE      SAFE      
Training Material Training Material 
for Field Delivery for Field Delivery 
Fall Prevention Fall Prevention 
Course Course 
FALLPRVNTNFALLPRVNTN

Defensive Driving

Remember Remember 
To Wear To Wear 
Your Vest Your Vest 
When When 
Affected By Affected By 
Vehicle Vehicle 
TrafficTraffic!



Remember to go to

http://midwest.sbc.com/safety

to access the field delivered 
Lesson on Roof Top Training 
(RFTPTRNG) that needs to 
be covered in July 2005!


